A General Body Meeting (GBM) of Jamia Teachers’ Association (JTA) was held on 29 April (Tuesday) 2019 at 12:45 PM in the F/o Engineering & Technology, JMI. Following are the proceedings and recommendations of house:

1. Condolence message was sent to the family of deceased Mr. Ainan Tabrez s/o former JTA secretary Dr. Tabrez Alam Khan. Two-minute silence was observed by the house.
2. Minutes of previous GBM held on 12/09/2018 were confirmed.
3. House approved the decisions taken from time to time by the JTA EC.
4. Amendments in JTA constitution were discussed and approved.
5. Date of annual dinner and Guests were approved.
6. Dr. Shikha Kapoor and Dr. M. Irfan Qureshi were presented with mementos in recognition of their efforts with Draft HECI.
7. Secretary, JTA presented his report and summarized the house about the activities of JTA EC as follows:
   i. Meetings with different ministers in order to get help for establishment of a medical college cum hospital in Jamia Millia Islamia.
   ii. Two meetings with FEDCUTA were held in the JTA Office including an annual meeting of FEDCUTA on contemporary issues and problems faced by educational institutions and teachers.
   iii. JTA EC met Chancellor and Governor of Manipur Her Excellency Najma Heptulla to seek support for medical college. A request was made to talk to Uttar Pradesh Government in order to solve the matter of Pahadi land in the campus of JMI.
   iv. Rupees 28 lakh were donated to Kerala Chief Minister Distress and Relief Fund for helping Kerala flood victims.
v. A request for support to build 120 A- & B-type flats in JMI campus was made to the Chairman of UGC.
vi. JTA Office bearers met UGC Chairman Prof. D.P. Singh and UGC Secretary Prof. Rajneesh Jain to resolve the merger issue of Sarojini Naidu Centre for Women Studies, JMI. They assured and later issued orders for the same.

vii. Condolence meeting of Late Prof. Majid Husain.

viii. Several protests were organised to oppose New Pension Scheme (NPS) with a demand to convert it back to Old Pension Scheme (OPS).

ix. On intervention of JTA, promotion recommendations of F/o Dentistry were implemented successfully.

x. A convention of all JMI employees on the issue of restoration of OPS was organised, followed by All India march to Ram Lila Maidan.

xi. JTA scholarships interviews were organised and amount of scholarship was distributed. A formal function was also organised with Syed Inayat Ali Zaidi, founder of JTA scholarships, as Chief Guest.

xii. JTA demanded University for a fixed-term of three years of Directors at the Centres.

xiii. On demand of JTA, University admissions for the year 2019-2020 have been given to the Committee of Deans.

xiv. JTA participated in Academic council meeting and presented the matter of cases involving malpractices on the outside Delhi centers. Academic Council agreed to abolish the outside NCR Centres for schools and undergraduate programmes.

xv. JTA strongly opposed 5 lakh security deposit at the time of admission to BDS; could severely affect the financially weaker section students.

xvi. Matters related to accommodations were resolved.

xvii. On intervention and expedition by JTA, all pending examinations bills were cleared.

xviii. JTA sent a combined request for PCs to the teachers; new PCs have been purchased by the university and are ready for disbursement.

xix. A Toilet in polytechnic for physically challenged faculties was built.

xx. JTA Office bearers met Secretary, MHRD to discuss and resolve the matters of three centres at JMI.

xxi. A movie “Mulk” was screened and Director Anubhav Sinha was felicitated.
xxii. A stage play, “Saara ka Sara Aasmaan” was organised, written and directed by Mr. Tariq Hameed.

xxiii. An Aalami Mushaira was organised and Syed Noor Wasti was felicitated with Lifetime Achievement Award.

xxiv. Implementation of 7th CPC in the University, demand for arrears being expedited.

xxv. JTA demanded for on-spot payment for external examiners which was accepted. JTA will continue to demand a satisfactory order till it is passed.

xxvi. Press releases were issued from time to time regarding the updates of JTA work.

8. House cancelled the JTA membership of Mr. Khalid Nadeem Khan, Asst. Librarian who was wrongfully offered membership by the secretary in the previous JTA.

Meeting ended with thanks to the Chair.

Sd/-
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